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Abstract 

 

Kandiyur celt with Sarasvati hieroglyphs connoting the repertoire of a smithy using 

kan.d. ‘furnace’ points to the need for researches related to a Kaveri joining Narmada and 

a Kaveri joining Amaravati river near Karur (Tiruchy). The researches also need to 

extend to the continuing s’ankha (turbinella pyrum) industry for about 8,500 years (from 

ca. 6500 BCE). The bharatiya languages of the 4
th

 millennium were a linguistic area with 

Austro-Asiatic, Tamil and Prakrit-Pali (Mleccha, meluhha) speakers absorbing language 

features from one another. Explorations are called for along the palaeo-channels of River 

Kaveri, along the coastline from Dvaraka (Gujarat) to Puri (Orissa) and further along the 

Indian Ocean Rim to investigate the interactions during pre-historic times in the Indian 

Ocean Community leading to the attested 400+ Munda words in ancient texts including 

the Veda. Satellite images and sonograph studies have helped identify the submerged 

palaeo-channels of Narmada and Tapati rivers which were submerged by the incursion of 

the sea as announced in the Mausala Parvan of Mahabharata by S’ri Krishna. Archaeo-

metallurgical, Marine archaeological and language studies along the 63,000 km. long 

Indian Ocean Rim will augur a good beginning to remember the cultural interactions 

which resulted in the largest Vishnu mandiram of the world at Angkor Wat (Nagara 

Vatika). 

 

Background 
 

In April 2006,  Shri TS Sridhar, IAS Special Commissioner of  Archaeology , Tamilnadu 

reported the discovery, at Sembiyan Kandiyur, of a stone celt with epigraphs.  It is 

surmised that the tool may belong to the post-neolithic and pre-iron-age (2000 to 1000 

BCE).  http://www.tn.gov.in/misc/Archaeological_discovery.htm  

 

Sembiyan kandiyur as a toponym indicates the links with cempu ‘copper’ and kan.d. ‘fire 

altar, furnace’. 

The epigraph is composed of four hieroglyphs  

 

The signs (from L to R) are Sign 47, Sign 343, Sign 367, Sign 293 are read by Iravatham 

Mahadevan is at http://www.harappa.com/arrow/stone_celt_indus_signs.html  

 

The four glyphs occur recurrently and in association with other glyphs which are 

associated with mint, metallurgy, smithy. Each of these glyphs (also called ‘signs’) will 

be reviewed in the context of epigraphs where they occur.  
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On 12 October 2006, I had the privilege of meeting Shri Muthuswamy, curator of the 

Tarangambadi Museum and Shri V. Shanmughanathan of Sembiyan Kandiyur village 

near Mayiladuthurai (off Kuttalam on the road to Tirumanancheri). Shri Muthuswamy 

made a remarkable observation. New light may be shed on the Neolithic times if a 

systematic exploration work is carried out along the ancient courses of Kaveri River. Shri 

Shanmughanathan noted that together with the stone celt discovered, thousands of 

potsherds are also found with glyphs such as mountain, bull, clearly indicating an ancient 

cultural settlement. Such glyphs are an echo of the Indus script signs (Sarasvati 

hieroglyphs). 

 

The epigraph on kandiyur celt as composed of four hieroglyphs 

 

 

Sign 47 

A varient of Sign 48 (Mahadevan sign list) is Sign 47 Sign 47 is 

recognized on a pottery graffiti at Sanur megalithic site. (cf. B.B. Lal, 1960. From 

Megalithic to the Harappa: Tracing back the graffiti on pottery. Ancient India, No.16, 

pp.4-24.) Mahadevan also sees a link with an isolated sign occurrence on pottery graffiti 

at Mangudi. (Excavations at Mangudi, 2003. Department of Archaeology, Tamil Nadu.) 

 

That this glyph connotes the ribs of the backbone is 

established in I. Mahadevan (Murukan in the Indus 

Script) Late Harappan Period at Kalibangan, the 

comparative glyph is a large-sized graffiti on pottery 

(See Fig.4 in the plate of Fig. 1-9). 

http://www.varalaaru.com/Default.asp?articleid=194 Figure 6 is  a pottery graffiti found 

in a megalithic burial at Sanur in Tamilnadu of circa 1
st
 millennium BCE, from B.B. 

Lal, Pl. XXXI B-1(Megalithic) symbol No.47. The symbol also occurs in Pl. IIIA-1,3 

and Pl. XXX B-1. Lal compares the Indus sign and the Megalithic symbol (Pl. XXXI 

B) and notes: "In the case of Sanur (rare examples elsewhere also) three symbols 

occur in such close proximity to one another as to give the impression of a record. It 

may however be added that the three symbols interchange their positions on 

different pots producing all possible combinations" (Lal B.B. 1960. From Megalithic 

to the Harappa: tracing back the graffiti on pottery. Ancient India, 16, pp. 4-24). 

“An exceptional variant of Sign 48 is found deeply incised (pre-firing) on the 

concave inner surface of a shallow terracotta dish (Fig.8).13 This variant depicts the 

deity with a large head and the backbone with four ribs 'inside the body'… A 

unique seal, probably Late Harappan, found on the surface at Kalibangan, depicts a 

seated skeletal deity occupying the entire field (Fig.9).14 This pictorial 

representation may thus be classified as the 'field symbol' equivalent of Sign 48. The 

deity is facing right (in the original seal), leaning forward. He has a large head and a 

massive jaw jutting forward. The complete ribcage is shown in clear detail with 

almost all the ribs in position, curving naturalistically on either side of the 

backbone. The deity appears to be holding a ladle (?) in his right hand. His knees 
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are drawn up and he seems to be squatting on his haunches… The details are clearly 

visible in the highly enlarged photograph of the seal published in Swami Oamanda 

Saraswati 1975, Ancient Seals of Haryana (in Hindi). Rohtak.Pl. 275.” (I. 

Mahadevan, ibid.) 

 

barad.o = spine; backbone; the back; barad.o tha_bad.avo = lit. to strike on the backbone 

or back; hence, to encourage; barad.o bha_re thato = lit. to have a painful backbone, i.e. 

to do something which will call for a severe beating (G.lex.) barad., barad.u = barren, 

childless; baran.t.u = leanness (Tu.lex.) man.uk.o a single vertebra of the back (G.) 

baradh -- Punjabi) -- both connote a mason, with an early phonetic form: *bard.a which 

gets ‘refined’ (hyper-sanskritized) into Sam.skr.tam as vardhaka. [semantic: cutting , 

dividing , cutting off , shearing; a carpenter (Ra_ma_yan.a); cf. homonym: vr.dh = 

exhilarate (esp. the gods , with praise or sacrifice) RV.; cf. bharad.o, 'devotee of S'iva 

(Gujarati); vr.dhat- elevate , raise to power , cause to prosper or thrive AV. S'Br. MBh. ; 

to exalt , magnify , glorify (esp. the gods) (Skt.)]. A superb example of the evolution of a 

few Sanskrit words from the substratum Meluhhan or indic, since the words find their 

echoes in almost all languages of Bha_rata. 

 

bal.ad = an ox; a bullock; a bull (G.lex.) baredi_ = herdsman (H.); baldi_ = oxherd (P.); 

baldiya_ cattle-dealer (Ku.)(CDIAL 9177). balivarda = ox, bull (TBr.); baleda_, baled = 

herd of bullocks (L.); baledo (S.); bald, baldh, balhd = ox; baled, baleda_ = herd of oxen 

(P.); bahld, bale_d = ox (P.); balad, bald = ox (Ku.); barad (N.); balad(h) (A.); balad 

(B.); bal.ada (Or.); barad(h) (Bi.); barad (Mth.); barad (Bhoj.);. bardhu (Aw.); balad, 

barad(h), bardha_ (whence baladna_ to bull a cow (H.); bal.ad (G.)(CDIAL 9176). 

 

ko_lemmu = the backbone (Te.lex.) 

 

kolhe ‘smelters of iron’; kolimi = a furnace; kolimi-titti = bellows used for a furnace 

(Te.lex.) 

Sign 342 

V342 
The most frequently occurring sign is Sign 342 with over 1395 occurrences 

Daimabad Sign342 (1395 occurrences)  

kanka = rim of pot (Santali) Rebus: kan:ka = a metal (Pali); kan- = copper (Ta.) 

kanaka = gold; kanaka_dhyaks.a = superintendent of gold, treasurer (Skt.) kan-n-a_r, 

blacksmiths, coppersmiths (Ta.) 
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khan.n.a = that which is dug (Pkt.lex.) khana = a trench, a pit, a hollow in the ground 

(Santali.lex.) [khan = a mine (Santali) ?khani = mine (VarBr.S.); khan.i = mine (Pkt.); 

khani (A.); khan (H.); khan. = mine, quarry (M.)(CDIAL 3813); cf. khana = a trench, a 

pit, a hollow in the ground (Santali.lex.)]. 

 

Glyph: rim of pot: kanna_ edge, handle, rim (H.); ka_nu end of a rope for supporting a 

burden (N.); karn.a = the handle or ear of a vessel (RV 8.72.12; S'Br. 9); the helm or 

rudder of a ship; karn.aka = a prominence on handle or projection on the side or sides of 

a vessel [kan- (Santali) < karn.a (RV)]; karn.akita = having handles, furnished with 

tendrils (Skt.lex.) karn.a = ear, handle of a vessel (Rv.); end, tip (RV 2.34.3); kan.n.a ear, 

angle, tip (Pali)(CDIAL 2830). kan.n.aka = having ears or corners (Pali); kan.o = rim, 

border (S.); ka_n.a_ brim of a cup (B.)(CDIAL 2831). kankha, kan:kha, khan:kha = 

rim of a v 

essel; khan:kha habic perejme, fill it up to the brim; kan:khi = the rim of a vessel 

(Santali.lex.) kan.d.a kan:kha, kan.d.a kankha = the rim of a waterpot (Santali.lex.) 

kankha, kan:kha = brow of a hill (Santali.lex.) 

 

 

kan.d.a = a pot of certain shape and size (Santali) Rebus: kan.d. = altar, furnace (Santali) 

 

 

--contd in Part 1b 


